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Title word cross-reference

#define [MRG+17].

$\pi$ [PMR11]. $T$ [HPP+14].

-Calculus [PMR11]. -Wise [HPP+14].

1-out-of-2 [LP13a, LP13b].

Ability [RDT+10]. Abstract [GHL+13].
Abstracting [MSSF13]. Abstractions [dCBGU12]. Acceptable [Sha10].
Acceptance [MHS+13]. Accepting [WSC+15]. Access [Ano12o, BBH17, CSJ+16, MMPT17, TNTN12].
Accessibility [STST12]. Accuracy [AGA13, LRCL14, PLN10]. across

[KPJ+16]. Actions [dSR11]. Active

[KMK+13, KMD15]. Activities [LL14, MBM+17]. Activity [SMWO11].
Actually [YZL+15]. Adaptable [RRL+13].
Adaptation [CCG+12, CKMR13, DFG16, FTG16, LLNL16, MPS12, SBWM17, NB13].
Adapting [ByBEM15, PW12]. Adaptive

[ABY16, CWG+17, CB17, COLY15, DR14, EEM13, LYC14, SER+10, SFH+17, YDCP14]. Adequacy [SYB17]. Admit

[GRH17]. Admitted [dSMST17]. Advanced [GW17]. advertisement

[Ano10b, Ano10o, Ano11j, Ano11i, Ano11q, Ano11r, Ano11-32, Ano12o, Ano12v, Ano12w, Ano12x, Ano12-32]. against

[HPSW16]. Agent [MLS+14, PZTM13].
Aggregate [ZHMZ17]. aggregation [DJ11].
Agile [HA16, HNM13]. Agreements

[SRE10]. AIG [NZ16]. Aircraft [MLS+14].

authors [Ano10v, Ano10-27, Ano10y, Ano10z, Ano10x, Ano10w, Ano11-27, Ano11-31, Ano11-30, Ano11-29, Ano11-28, Ano12-31].

Augmented [SL12]. Author [SHB17].


authors [Ano10v, Ano10-27, Ano10y, Ano10z, Ano10x, Ano10w, Ano11-27, Ano11-31, Ano11-30, Ano11-29, Ano11-28, Ano12-31].

Augmented [SL12]. Author [SHB17].


authors [Ano10v, Ano10-27, Ano10y, Ano10z, Ano10x, Ano10w, Ano11-27, Ano11-31, Ano11-30, Ano11-29, Ano11-28, Ano12-31].
Breakdowns [CH13]. Breaking [GRPF13].

BPEL [BG11]. Branch [BDP16].

Bristlecone [DS11]. Bug
[DPD+18, KTKZ13, MHZBN15, PZF+17, PTYN17, RMM14, SWAK13, TNBH13, XLD+17, YBL16, ZPB+10, dCMS+17].

Bug-Introducing [dCMS+17]. Bugs
[AKD+10, CMM+11, GW17, HMMB17, LPZ12, OBPM17, WWY+17b, XMD+17, ZWL+16]. Build [KSD11]. Building
[HHZ+17]. BURN [CKKR12]. Burstiness
[CKKR12, CMCS12]. Bursting [KGDS13].

Bursts [KRX11]. Business
[GBvBD+17, HJ14, MPO+18]. Bypassing
[HPP+14].

C [CFMS12, DCMS14, LHS+15]. C-O
[DCMS14]. CACheck [DXCW17]. Caching
[MM17]. Calculus [PMR11]. Callback
[WLX+16]. Callback-Aware [WLX+16].

Calling [SZWZ12]. Callstack
[HL10]. Callstack-Sensitive [HL10]. Candidate
[BCD+17]. Candidate-Based [BCD+17].

Capabilities [LED13, SWEK15].

Capability [CDT+17, COLY15]. Capsule
[MM13]. Capsule-Based [MM13]. Case
[ABHPW10, AA11, ACCA15, BSH+17, BWRR17, CWW+14, DMTR10, ET16, FCC13, GSWH15b, HZZ+16, KGM+16, KKK11, MK17, MFL+16, MKB+13, MLS+14, MAT12, OF13, POPD15, PKK17, PKK18, PBS+17, SM16, THI15, YII13, YT18, dfBP+13, CPTT12]. Case-Aware [YII13].

Case-Based [MBK+13]. Cases
[AM13, CGW+17, DKM+12, MIA+16, MHZ+12, YMI10]. categories [CPTT12].

Cause [RE13]. Causes [OBPM17]. CCBot
[CLP17]. CEGAR [TDD14]. Cell
[DXCW17, YII18]. Centered [DPD+18].

Centric [KSD+13]. Centrality
[STM13]. Chain [BPR17]. Chains
[BP16b]. Challenge
[SZF+17]. Challenges
[BKML14, BSH+17, KZN14, KZDB17, LBK+15, RNP13]. Change
[BLVBC+15, BWRR17, SWAK13, dvVBW16]. Change-
[BLVBC+15]. Change-Based [SWAK13].

Changes [DR14, KNGW13, MK17, SRvdHI2, dCMS+17]. Channel
[LR12, LP13b]. Channels [SZF+17].

Characterization [JJW+15]. Checkers
[BSM17, KKK11]. Checking
[AL10, AKRU13, ASBZ15, AKD+10, BYW+17, CSF+16, CFS+13, CFMS12, DPS12, GFM+15, GBvBD+17, IJK13, LW13, LAH+14, LCL+13, MDB13, NZ16, PHV16, SFR16, TDD14, WSW+15, WSWQ17].

Checks [BKML14]. Chief [Kra10, Med18].

choice [CPTT12]. choices [CPTT12].

Choosing [PBS+17]. Chord
[Zav17]. Churn
[SMWO11]. Cina
[XCC+15].

Claims [BB+11]. Clarifications
[LBFW17]. Class [AI 11, BKP+17, BBL10, CSF+16, CT13, CGC17, JMC13, JWDX17, POM13, SPG10, ZNK17].

Class-Imbalance [JWDX17]. Class-Level
[CT13]. Class-names
[ZNK17]. Classes
[RLR14]. Classification
[CSVC11, FRMM17, MJC17, PBM+17].

Classifier [TNBH13]. Classifiers [DVB13].

Client [MSCC13, OBPM17]. Client-Side
[MSCC13, OBPM17]. Clocks
[RP13, WWY+17b]. Clockwork
[Hat14].

Clone [NNP+12]. Clones
[TMK15].

Clonesat
[WDZ+14]. Cloud
[CB17, KGDS13, NB13]. Cloud-Based
[CB17]. Clustering [ASBZ17, BWB12, MA13, PHY11, WYI+17]. Co
[KHK17]. Co-Evolution
[HKB17]. Cochange
[GS12].

Code
[AA18, ANVZ14, BCB+17, BW10, CCK14, DDO11, EKAYW16, FCR+17, KKS+14, KNGW13, Kim14, LW12, LNL16, LM+17, LG+17, LG+18, MSCC13, MSS17, MM16, MGP+12, MCH16, MGDL10, PBP+15, PHLW17, QSM16, RLMM15, SPG15, SRvdHI2, SMWO11, SWAK13, SYA+13, TPB+17, WDZ+14, WNM12, ZKB16, ZNK17]. Code-Smells
[KKS+14]. Cognitive
[SL12]. Cohesion
Al11, YZL+15]. **Collaboration** [BHENV].
Collaborative [FRMM17, LF12, TS12].
Colony [CZ13]. **Combination** [TNHM].
**Combination-Based** [HYJY14, HPP+14, PCHY15, Yil13, YDCP14].
**Combined** [DNT14].
**Combining** [MSS17, MBLD11, TZM+17].
**Coming** [Ano12n, Ano12x].
**Command** [HA16].
**Comments** [BP16b, Her17, SSSM13, SHB17, TMHM16].
**Commonality** [FAHCC].
**Communicating** [BKKL10, TS12].
Communication [SZF+17].
Community [DBF+16, DR16, ZM15].
**Companies** [GPU+16, SGR+12].
**Company** [PMGZ].
Comparative [DVMB12, HTG17a, HTG18, KKK11, MOT14].
**Comparing** [BWB12, MBLD11, WNM12].
**Comparison** [ARM17, BJGB10, BBA+15, FPTO11, KRG+13, LMW+17, PPZ+17, Pre11, SBGM17, TMHM17, Her17].
**Comparisons** [MA13].
**Competition-Based** [SCF17].
**Compiler** [Cha10, KPJ+17].
**Complete** [GBvBD+17, Hie15].
**Completeness** [RM17].
**Complex** [GRH13, RO13].
Complexity [LED13, RKH12, RLR14, SMWO11].
Component [BL15, BKBR12, BMB+15, CSV11, CGDL14, DFGB16, KS12, Li12, PMM17, PBS+17, RRL+13, TLB14].
Component-Based [BMB+15, Li12, RRL+13].
**Components** [BGMM17, LH12, SWHJ14].
**Composability** [ZB15].
**Composite** [MRD12, OLJM16].
**Composition** [AKL].
**Compositional** [BSGM15, CPV13, LAL+14, XLP+16].
**Comprehensible** [DVB13].
**Comprehension** [AGI+13, ARM17, BP16b, CZvD11, RDT+10, SPA+17, XBL+17].
**Comprehensive** [SST12].
**Computational** [PCPS].
**Computer** [AHG13, Ano10b, Ano10e, Ano11q, Ano11r, Ano12m, Ano12n].
**Computer-Based** [AHG13].
Computing [CBCB12, PWSG17].
**Concerns** [TS12, ZJ12].
Concurrency [WVV+17b, YWGH18, ZWL+16].
**Concurrent** [ABL14, BMP17, PHV16, SBL12, ZCW15].
**Conditional** [XMD+17].
**Conducted** [LLLW15].
**Conference** [AI12, MS10].
**Confidence** [KKRD].
**Configuration** [CDGC12, LKB17, NBKC15, TNBH13, XZH+15].
**Configurations** [HPP+14, SPF14].
**Conflicts** [BHENV, SRvdH].
**Conformance** [ASBZ15, GBvBD+17, MDB13].
**Congruence** [KSD11].
**Connecting** [DBF+16].
**ConPredictor** [YWGH18].
**Conquer** [CPTT].
**Consequences** [OBPM].
**Conservation** [Hat14].
**Conservative** [BBL+11, LP13a, LP13b].
**Considering** [IRBW].
**Consistency** [BGMM17, CSF+16, CYH+11, WDZ+14, WMW11].
**Consistency-Maintenance** [WDZ+14].
**Consistent** [KDO14].
**Constant** [OLJM16, WZX+13].
**Constrained** [MAT12].
**Constraints** [AIAB13, CL16, DMTR10, HWY+17, NBKC15].
**Construction** [BSD14, LBFW17].
**Contemporary** [BCB+17].
**content** [KMK+13].
**Contents** [Ano12-27, Ano12-30, Ano12-29, Ano12z, Ano12-28, Ano12y].
**Context** [BWR, KT10, MM16, SER+10, SZWZ12, XXC+15, YCM11].
**Context-Aware** [KT10, SER+10].
**Contexts** [KPJ+16].
**Continuous** [MBEN].
**Contract** [CLP17, dCBGU].
**Contracts** [ABL14, PFIN].
**Control** [BRDG16, CBD+17, MMPT17, SBBM17, TNTN12].
**Control-Theoretical** [SBWM].
**Controllable** [Hie15].
**Controlled** [AD16, CZvD11, DMTR10, JG11, PR11].
**Conversion** [EKAYW16].
**Cooperative** [KKS+14].
**Coordination** [BHS+17, BVD15, CH13, KSD11, LED13].
Coping [ZB12b]. Copy [WDZ+14].
Copy-and-Paste [WDZ+14]. Correct [CD12, Zav17]. Correction [HTG18].
Correctness [RHB+12]. Cost [HHY+14, MSS17, MA13, MHS+13, WHYY17].
Cost-Effective [HHY+14, WHYY17].
Costs [DLWF17]. COTS [PBS+17].
Coupling [PR11]. cover [Ano10c, Ano10f, Ano10d, Ano10h, Ano10g, Ano10e, Ano10k, Ano10m, Ano10i, Ano10l, Ano10n, Ano10j, Ano10q, Ano10r, Ano10t, Ano10p, Ano10s, Ano10u, Ano11h, Ano11e, Ano11d, Ano11c, Ano11g, Ano11f, Ano11n, Ano11m, Ano11k, Ano11p, Ano11o, Ano11i, Ano11s, Ano11v, Ano11y, Ano11x, Ano11u, Ano11w, Ano11t, Ano11e, Ano12g, Ano12f, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano12h, Ano12k, Ano12l, Ano12q, Ano12r, Ano12p, Ano12m, Ano12u, Ano12s, Ano12t, Ano12-27, Ano12-30, Ano12-29, Ano12z, Ano12-28, Ano12y, Ano12-12, Ano12-13, Ano12-14, Ano12-15, Ano12-16, Ano12-17].
Cover2 [Ano12]. Cover3 [Ano12]. Coverage [Arc12, BPR17, GSWH15b, LJK13, MSS17, SPG15, SPF14, TdlR8CB16].
Coverage-Aware [TdlR8CB16]. Coverage-based [BPR17].
Coverage-Directed [GSWH15b].
Covering [YT18]. COVERT [BSGM15].
Crash [CK15]. Crashes [KWK+11].
Criteria [CT13, SBM13]. Criterion [SYB17]. Critical [BH13, BWRR17, CKMR13, DLvL14].
Criticality [BBBD17, WHYY17].
Criticality-Based [WHYY17]. Critiquing [AHG13]. Cross [EKAYW16, HTG17a, HTG18, HTG17b, JWDX17, PMGZ13, XLP+16].
Cross-Company [PMGZ13].
Cross-Platform [EKAYW16].
Cross-Project [JWDX17, XLP+16, HTG17a, HTG18].
Crosschecking [CKK14]. Crosscutting [ZJ12]. Crossover [VAJ16].
Crowd [SBR+17]. Crowdsourcing [SCF17].
Culture [ZS+17]. Customer [KRX11, SCF17].
Customized [CKKR12]. Customizing [SWEK15].
Cyber [BDM17, FRA+17].
Data [AIAB13, BHKZ13, BCE+14, CSJ+16, CCK14, DVMB12, GSWH15a, KZDB17, MHL+12, MBK+13, NRDB17, SCF+12, SRS12, SSSM13, TWL13, ZCW15, KMK+13].
Data-Management [BCE+14].
Data-Parallel [CCK14]. Database [BBBH17, MWMK17, TdlR8CB16]. Datasets [SSSM13].
Date [DSB14]. David [Nus13d].
Deadlocks [CC14, CL16, SBL12].
Decision-Making [DLvL14].
Decision-Making [KKRD12].
Decision-Based [KKRD12].
Decision-Based [DvL14].
Decision-Based [DvL14].
Decision-Based [DvL14].
Decade [Nus10b].
DEC [KKRD12].
Decentralized [CGMM16, NB13].
Decision [DLvL14, MOA15, MB14, SDMW14, WGC+16].
Decisions [DLvL14].
Defect [BKP+17, HTG17a, HTG18, HTG17b, JWDX17, LNH+16, LJZ+17, MK17, MBC+13, NFK+17, PMGZ13, SSSM13, SBH14, SHB17, SJS+11, SNAH15, TMHM16, TMHM17, TMHM18, WMN12, XLP+16, YWH18, ZHMZ17, Her17].
Defect-Proneness [SJS+11, SNAH15].
Defects [HKS12, RM17, YGV17, dBFP+13].
Defining [RT12]. Delay [MBEN15].
Delivery [CDT+18]. Demand [KKRD12, LP13b]. Dense [HPSW16].
Dependability [BBL+11, GPK10].
Dependence [BPH10, Cai17, WLG+17].
Dependencies [KL11, LCG+17, LCG+18].
Dependency [GS12, eZHM13, XCB+17].
Deployment [CDGC12, MMMR12].
Derivation [DLGRCBC15, Kim14].
Deriving [BSM17, WZ11].
Description [YLQ17].
Description-to-Behavior [YLQ17].
Design [ACCA15, CXK+18, CMSSS13, DFG16, Egy11, JGP13, KRG+13, KJP+16, LKR14, MSY14, MGD10, MHZBN15, NDMX16, PLN10, RE13, SPG10, SZ10, ZB12a, ZB15].
Designers [MLPvdH15]. Designing [BRDG16, WDS10]. Designs [VAJ16].
DESSERT [CPTT12]. Detect [dSMST17].
Detecting [DXC17, Egy11, KJP17, MCH16, MGS+17, PBB+15, SYX14, WSC+15, ZWL+16]. Detection [ABL14, AB12, BH10, BBH17, BHEN13, CC14, JJW+15, KDO14, KKS+14, KS12, LMSN12, LLNL16, LMW+17, MWMK17, MGD10, PCHY15, PLN10, PLM15, SRvdH12, TZM+17, TZZ+15, TZZ+17, WLX+16, XCC+15]. Determined [SFR16]. Determining [RE13].
Developed [CSJ+16]. Developer [BGP+17, DSSP17, DCX+17, DPD+18, Lat14, LNHe+16, RDT+10, SMWO11].
Developers [BVD15, MBM+17, MHZBN15].
Developing [BCE+14, BSM11].
Development [BSH+17, BCB+17, BBW12, CBCB12, CEM11, CH13, CDT+17, DSB14, EKAYW16, FET+17, GPU+16, HA16, HNMI13, JH11, JG11, JG12, Lat14, LED13, MBD13, MBEN15, NDMX16, PBM+17, Pre11, RM13, Ram14, SRvdH12, SCF17, SZF+17, TS12, TRD15, WNM12, ZB12b].
Devices [BHCC11, LRCL14]. Diagnosing [MPP11]. Diagnosis [ABL14, BPH10, LXCL14, TMZ+17].
Diagram [KRG+13]. Diagrams [AGT+13, CGC17, DCMS14, KKMY10].
Directives [MRG+17]. Discipline [MRG+17]. Discovering [ZH14, SPF14, SZ10]. Discovery [ANC+10, MN14, ZKZ10, ZSDS13].
Distributed [BGMM17, BHKZ13, ByBEM15, He12, He15, LAH+14, MMMR12, Ram14, RNP13, VDC17].
Diversity [BKP+17, POPD15, SYB17].
Documentation [DR14, KGM+16, MR13, MJK+17, TRD15].
Does [FET+17, HKS12, KSD11, LKTC14].
Domain [ACDO12, AA11, ADJ16, ABD+16, BGRJ16, BS+13, GHL+13, HCHM+13, MHL+12, MFL+16, MRD12].
Domain-Specific [ACDO12, AA11, BGRJ16, GHL+13, MFL+16, MRD12].
Domains [PW12]. Downstream [PHLW17]. Driven [ABY16, BCE+14, BMB+15, BSM11, CCG+12, CFMS15, FRMM17, FZ12, FET+17, Lat14, LH14, MDB13, NM14, RM13, TFB14, WNM12, YDCP14].
DTMC [KA11]. Duplicate [RBH17]. during [SZ10].
Dynamic [AKD+10, ADTP12, BTS17, BGMM17, CL16, Cai17, CGK+11, CWG+17, CYH+11, GFM+15, HSH+12, HYH+17, HCBB12, KS12, LM11, Lt12, LNM12, LLNL16, MPP11, PTK17, PTK18, RO13, RHB+12, SMBY16, TZZ+15, WWY+17].
Dynamics [BCB17].
Early [ABD+16, BHEN13, KKW+11, LH14, PCHY15, SRvdH12]. Early-Stage
Evidence-Based [MB14]. Evolution [ABP12, CC15, CFMS15, DR14, HKB17, KA11, POM13]. Evolving [KGRX12, NNP+12]. Exact [FAHCC14, LHWZ17]. Exception [BGRJ16, BG17, FF18+10, GR10, LCO10+12, STH19]. Execution [CK15, HJ14, JMC13, LZX10, M5140, QSM16, RGA15+15, SCP+14, WLG+17, YYG18+]. Exemplar [MGP12].

Exercise* [NM14]. Existing [NDMX16, ZB19]. Expanding [LLLW15, ZNKZ17]. Experience [AKL13, BBC10, Lat14, RDT10].


Extraction [ASZB17, NBKC15]. Eye [RLMM15]. Eye-Tracking [RLMM15].


Feature [EEM13, FAHCC14, MJ17, NSC12+12, YBL16]. Feature-Based [MJ17].

Feature-Oriented [EEM13]. Featured [CCS13]. FeatureHouse [AKL13].

Features [HCM13, KDO14, MS13, PM11, SW13]. Feedback [LLNL16, MB15, YDCP14, YM10]. Feedback-Based [LLNL16]. Fermat [WZ11]. Fidelity [DLWF17, YLQ17].

Field [HKS12, JG11, RK17, XBL17]. Files [YBL16]. Filtering [LF12, PTYN17]. Finding [AKD10+10, CSJ16, KMK13, LPZ12, MP12]. Findings [PCH15].


Fix-Inducing [MK17]. Fixes [MHZBN15, ZSH17]. Fixing [PFN+14, SHC16]. Flexible [EB10].


Formulating [HHY14+14, WHY17]. Foundation [HP16]. Foundations [CCS13, MS10]. Four [RDT10+10].

Fragments [PBM17]. Framework [BKML14, CCG12, CSVC11, EEM13, FRMM17, HCBB12, JWD17, KT10, LSL17, MM12, MMPT17, NRDB17, PW17, RK17, SJ+11, TBL14, ZGDS13, dCMS17]. Framework-Usage [HCBB12].


I/O [WSC+15]. ICPMD [EKAYW16]. IDE [BGP+17, DCS+17, DSB14]. Identification [HC17, PBM+17, SER+10, SE13]. Identifier [AEP+14, Zav17]. Identify [QSM16]. Identifying [CAC+17, KNGW13, LLLW15, MSLC13, dCMS+17, CPTT12]. IDEs [RHB+12]. IEEE [Ano10b, Ano10o, Ano11q, Ano11r, Ano12m, Ano12n, Ano12o, Ano15a, Ano17a, Ano18a, HM10a]. Imbalance [BKP+17, JWDX17]. Impact [AA18, BLVBC+15, BWR17, Cai17, CH13, CSJ+16, JG11, LKK15, LCG+17, LCG+18, MFL+16, PR11, RM17, SL12, SE13, TMHM18, TNBH13, dVBWM16]. Impediments [SWEK15]. Implementation [CSF+16, MOA15].
Implementations [SCP14]. Implementing [BCD+17]. Implications [AIB12].

Imprecise [PSB+17]. Improve [AGA13, BCBR17, BBA+15, CPR16, HC17, LW12, SPG15, SWAK13]. Improved [JWDX17, MSY14, RGA+15].

Improvement [GPK10, HKS12, PHLW17, UGI+12]. Improvements [Ram14]. Improves [RHB+12]. Improving [BH13, CKMR13, DDO11, Dwy17, MMMR12, POPD15, Thi15, XLD+17].

In-house [PBS+17]. Inclusion [WSWQ17].


Independence [LP13a]. Independent [AKL13]. Index [Ano11a, Ano12a, Ano13a, Ano15a, Ano17a, Ano18a]. Indicators [SMW011]. Individual [MSSC13].

Inducing [MK17]. Inductive [AKRU13].

Industrial [BHRR17, BCB+17, FCC13, KKK11, MFL+16, SGR+12, dIVBM16, dBF+13].

Industry [MLM+13]. Inefficient [MWMK17]. Inefficiency [LXCL14].

Inference [BBA+15, KNGW13, RBK+13]. Inferring [GFM+15]. Infinite [TZM+17].


Initialization [RGA+15]. Injecting [POPD15]. Injection [ANC+10, JPAB17, NCDM13]. Inner [RCKH16]. Input [CRV13, CDF14, LZX10, MHL+12, NM14].


Inter [BSGM15, WLX+16]. Inter-App [BSGM15]. Inter-Procedural [WLX+16].

Interact [MLPvdH15]. Interaction [AB12, CBD+17, LNH+16, PCHY15, SPF14, Yil13, YDPC14, YCM11]. Interactions [DSSP17, PMM17]. Interactive [GKV+14, SPG10, XZH+15].

Interdependence [JG12]. Interface [MM13, PBU16]. Interfaces [ABY16, Thi15]. Interleaving [LPZ12].


IntroClass [LHS+15]. Introducing [MFL+16, dCMS+17]. Introduction [Ano12v, AI12, CEM11, GR10, GPK10, HM10a, MS10, RZ10]. Invariant [BCCD+17, MvDR12]. Invariant-Based [MvDR12]. Invariants [GFM+15].


ISSTA [RZ10]. Issue [Ano11z, ANVZ14, BK+17, HM10a, RBH17]. Issues [LJZ+17, Nus10c]. Item [TS12]. Iterative [CDT+17, HYJY14]. iTree [SPF14].

Java [BH10, CC15, CSF+16, LZ12, MM16, RLMM15, STST12, TNTN12, XMD+17].

JavaScript [MMP15, OBPM17, PWG17].

Jean [Nus13c]. Joining [Ano10b]. Joint [KPJ+16]. Journal [Dwy15, DR16, Dwy18, Kra10, Nus11a, Nus12, Nus13c, Nus14].

Journal-First [DR16]. JUnit [MHZ+12].

Just [MK17, KSA+13]. Just-In-Time
Maps [SL12]. Markov [BPR17, HMWB17].
Matching
[KKMY10, KRG+13, NSC+12, PSB+17].
Matter [FET+17]. Matters [MRG+17].
Maturity [SRS12]. Maximum [HPSW16].
MDD [VBJM14]. Measure [RT12].
Measurement [Al 11, BSD14, LW12, LCG+17, LCG+18, XBL+17]. mechanism [NB13].
Mediators [BI15]. Meets [OF13].
Memorium [Nus10e, Nus13d, Nus13e].
Memory [ADG16, SYX14]. Merging
[NSC+12]. Message [BRLM11]. Meta
[HTG17b, RM13]. Meta-Analysis
[HTG17b, RM13]. Metamodels [HKB17].
Metamorphic
[LKTC14, SFSC16, SPTRC17, ZXC16].
Metering [CWW+14]. Method
[BOG+14, BP16b, CAC+17, CTZ11, LNFW12, MGG10, PG13, SMBY16, SBL12, SCF17, WYIZ+17, KRX11].
Method-level [WYIZ+17]. Methodbook
[BOG+14]. Methodological [Ral18].
Methodology [ABD+16, BCT+14, CBCB12, DSP11, KL11, MN14, CPTT12].
Methods [ABG+13, BWB12, MM16].
Metric [BW10, MW11]. Metrics
[AI 11, LNH+16, Sha10, SMW011, TWL13, YZL+15, ZHMZ17]. Micro [LNH+16].
Microsoft [BCB+17, KZN14]. Middleware
[CGM16, MC10, SCF+12]. Milner
[Nus10e]. Minimum [LLHF17]. Mining
[AGA13, DKS+12, DSSP17, DVM12, HCM13, KDO14, LW12, PBP+15, SWJH14, SRZ15, ZJ12]. Misalignment
[BSH+17]. Misleading [JG11]. Mission
[CKM13, HA16]. Mission-Critical
[CKM13]. Mixed [BB17]. Mobile
[CKM13, EKAYW16, LBK+15, MC10, MSK+17, NDMX16, SBR+17]. Modal
[SBUK13]. Model [ABY16, AL10, AKRU13, AGR17, AKD+10, BYW+17, BCE+14, BB15, BDM17, BBA+15, BKB12, BMB+15, BSM11, BTWV15, CXK+18, CSF+16, CYH+11, CCS+13, CFMS12, CGdL14, CGdL17, CFMS15, DPD+18, DPP12, DNT14, EALK+15, FAHCC14, FTK+17, FMRR17, GRH17, GPU+16, HMM17, HBS+17, IJK13, KKK11, KTKZ13, LKR14, LMP+14, LAH+14, LO17, LL14, MJC17, MHP+10, MBD13, NMI4, NZ16, PTM13, PZF+17, PHS16, POM13, RE13, IRS12, SBL12, SCF16, TMM17, TDD14, VBJM14, XLP+16, XLD+17, YBL16, CDT+18, Her17, Tri13, CRV11].
Model-Based [AGR17, BDM17, DNT14, GRH17, HBS+17, LO17, PTM13].
Model-Driven [ABY16, BCE+14, BMB+15, CFMS15, FMRR17, MBD13].
Model-Inference [BBA+15].
Model-Transformation [LKR14].
Modeling
[ACDO12, BJGB10, CB17, CRR17, MM16].
Modelling [MFL+16]. Models
[AM13, ABD+16, BOG+14, BSL+13, CMCS12, CC15, CBD+17, CSVC11, DCS+17, DVB13, Egy11, FAHCC14, GAB+10, HKB17, Kim14, KKR10, LM11, MPS17, MN14, MA13, PLM15, SWEK15, SRZ15, TMM17, TMHM18, TGHI2, WMW11, ZHMZ17, Her17]. Moderator
[KPJ+16]. Modern [MvdR12, ZKB16].
Modification [VW12]. Modular [LAH+14].
Modularization [FTK+17]. Module
Monitor-Based [LGS13]. Monitoring
[BHKZ13, BB17, HY+14, MCH16].
Morphology [BB15]. MOSES [CCG12].
Motifs [WY+17a]. Motifs-Based
[WY+17a]. Move [BOG+14]. Moving
[MK17]. MSCs [BKKL10]. MSee [GW17].
Multi [BBL10, CMCS12, HYJY14, KJP+16, MIA+16, POPD15, PCPS15, PHY11, SFH+17, SM16, SSP17, SCF17, TFB14].
WHYY17. Multi-Attribute [HYJY14].
Mutable [PW12]. Mutant [KPJ+17, MOTJ14]. Mutants [MWMK17].
Mutation [BH13, FZ12, GFM+15, JH11, MOTJ14, MUA13, MWMK17, MMP15, SYB17].
Mutation-Driven [FZ12]. My [dSR11].

Name [PG13]. Name-Based [PG13].
names [ZNKZ17]. Naming [STST12].
NASA [SSSM13]. Natural [ASBZ15, FCC13, LMP14, dSMST17].
Nature [AEP+14]. Navigate [MHZBN15, TRD15]. Need [WZX+13].
Network [BRLM11, CC15, DVB13, SCP14, dSR11].
Networks [LF12, MB14, MPO+18, WYIZ+17, WWY+17a, Tri13]. Neutral [HYH+17].
Nonequivalence [CT13]. Nopol [XMD+17]. Normative [DCMS14, RK17].
Notation [EALK+15]. Notes [MBP+17].
Notkin [Nus13d]. Novices [SGH10].
Number [Thi15]. Numerical [TZM+17].

O [DCMS14, WSC+15]. 
OBEY [JMC13].
Obfuscation [LMW+17].
Obfuscation-Resilient [LMW+17]. Object [Al 11, AA18, ABL14, BTS17, BBL10, CT13, CSJ+16, Kim14, LZ12, MTHG15, POM13, SPG15, Sha10, SPG10].
Object-Oriented [Al 11, AA18, ABL14, BBL10, CT13, Kim14, MTHG15, POM13, Sha10, SPG10].
Object-Relational [BS17, CSJ+16].
Objective [BBL10, FTK+17, MA+16, POPD15, PKT17, PKT18, PHY11, SFH+17, SM16, TFB14]. Objects [VW12].
Observable [CBD+17]. Observation [ADG16]. Observe [NM14].
Observe-Model-Exercise* [NM14].
Obstacle [DLR13]. Occurrence [PLN10].
OCL [IAIAB13, HWY+17]. Off [GAB+10, Nus14]. On-the-Fly [MPS12].
One [LR12, LP13b]. Online [CB17, HCHM+13, OY16, WWY+17a].
OnlinePlus [Ano12n, Ano12v, Ano12x].
Only [GKZ+14]. Ontology [DLGRCBC15].
Ontology-Based [DLGRCBC15]. Open [Ano12o, BCB+17, KGM+16, LL14, PNM17, RT12, Sha10, SSP17].
Open-Source [Sha10]. Operations [BHCC11].
Opportunities [CAC+17, LLLW15].
Optimal [HZZ+16, JMC13]. Optimisation [PKT17, PKT18]. Optimisations [KPJ+17].
Optimization [ABG+13, CGK+11, CZ13, FTK+17, LKS10, MAT12, SM16, TMMH18].
Optimized [LCL+13]. Optimizer [CNKM18]. Optimizing [KGDS13].
Options [LKB17]. Oracle [BHM+15, GSWHI15a, GKZ+14, GZS+15, LO17, LKTC14, PZTM13].
Oracles [ABL14, FZ12, GRH17, Hie12, LRCL14].
Order [MOTJ14, MUA13, NZ16]. Ordered [KGDS13]. Ordering [ET16].
Organisational [COLY15]. Organizing [HN13]. Oriented [Al 11, AA18, ABL14, BH10, BBL10, CCG+12, CT13, EEM13, KGRX12, Kim14, MTHG15, MGB12, PRL1, POM13, SPG15, Sha10, SPG10, WWY+17a].
Origins [PBS+17]. OSS [PBS+17]. Output [DLWF17, HLP10]. Outsourcing [PBS+17].
Overcoming [MOTJ14]. overly [MGS+17].
Oversampling [BKP+17]. Overtime [SFH+17].


Prediction [BKP+17, BKBR12, Cal17, DV13, DP+18, HBB+12, HTG17a, HTG18, HTG17b, JWDX17, KRR10, LNY+16, LJJ+17, MK17, MBC+13, MHS+13, NF+17, OY16, PZF+17, PMGZ13, PTY17, SBH14, SHB17, SWAK13, SJ+11, TMMH16, TMMH17, TMMH18, WWY+17a, XLP+16, YZL+15, YWHH18, ZBM17, Her17].


Prioritize [HPP+14, KWK+11, MIA+16]. Prioritizing [MJ+17, MHZ+12]. Privacy [LJZ+17, PMGZ13, YLQ+17]. Proactive [CKMR13, SMB16, ZSDS13].

Proactive-Rescheduling [SMB16]. Probabilistic [AGL+15, BPH10, BP16a, PV16, PBU16, SFCR16]. Probability [AB12, KA11, LMST10, LP13a, LP13b, SFCR16]. Probability-Based [LMST10].

[WLX+16]. Process [BJGB10, BCB+17, COLY15, FET+17, HKS12, HJ14, LED13, LMP14, LCO+10, MPS12, PLM15, Ram18, Rem14, SWEK15, SRS12, TDGH12, TGH12, UGI+12, WMW11]. Processes [BG11, DLvL14, FFM+10, GBvBD+17, MPO+18, RK17, SDM14, TWL13].

Processing [ASBZ15, BRLM11, FCC13, dSMST17].

Product [ACDO12, DLGRCBC15, HCHM+13, HPP+14, KDO14, Ram14, RCKH16, UKB10, VBP12]. Product-Line [KDO14].

Productivity [CH13, MBM+17, RM13].

Profession [XBL+17]. Profiles [LLL+17, WMW11].

Profiling [BBH17, CDF14].

Program [ARM17, BPH10, Cai17, CTZ11, CzvD11, DFG16, GRH17, JW+15, LZX10, NRDB17, OLJM16, SBSG17, TLZ+17, XBL+17, ZK10, MSSF13].

Programmer [MHB12, RKH12]. Programmer-Friendly [MHB12].

Programmers [ARM17, LBB+13, RLMM15].

Programming [BSD14, HAES10, KT10, LW13, OF13, SMG11, SPA+17, YF11, dBFP+13].

Programming-Based [BW13]. Programs [BBH17, CC14, GITT17, LHS+15, LCMM12, LLC+16, PFB+14, STST12, XMD+17].

Project [CZ13, HTG17b, JWDX17, KGM+16, KSD11, KL11, MBK+13, MSY14, RT12, SMBY16, XLP+16, HTG17a, HTG18].

Projects [CEM11, SFH+17]. Proneness [BLVBC+15, SJ+11, SNAH15, YZL+15].

Proofs [BNR+10]. Propagation [OLJM16].

Properties [GAB+10, Pre11, RLR14].

Property [AGL+15, LW13, RBK+13].

Protection [PW12].

Protocols [BB17, BRLM11, MDB13, SCP14].

Protocols [SL+17, MPS12]. Prototyping [CD12].

Provably [CD12]. Provenance [MBH+17, MBH+18].

Providing [MMPT10].

Publication [DR16, Nus11b]. Publish


QoS [CGK+11, CCG+12, CB17, Li12].

Qualitative [AGL+15, MN17, SBGM17].

Quality [AA18, ANVZ14, BH13, HYJY14, KSD+13, LW12, LKS10, RM13, RK17, RM17, SSSM13, SGR+12, TFB14, ZXC16, KSA+13].

Quality-Aware [HYJY14].

Quality-Driven [TFB14]. Quantifying [SY+13].

Quantitative [BMB+15, CRV13, FTC16, GRH13, Sha10].

Quantum [YF11].

Race [B10].

Random [AB12, AIB12, STM13, ZJ12]. Randomized [AML11, JG11]. Range [ZXH+15].

Ranking [MA13, PTYN17, YBL16]. Rapid [CD12]. Rate [LL14]. Rate-Based [LL14].

Ratings [BLVBC+15]. Re [SNAH15].

Re-Evaluating [SNAH15].

Reactive [BRDG16, LW13, SPA+17, ZSD13].

Readability [BP16b, BW10].

Readers [Nus10d].

Readiness [MOA15].

Real [AM13, AGL+15, BBC+10, BTEGF12, CPV13, CRV13, EB10, GRH17, JL15, Kim14, LS13, YW18].

Real-Time [AM13, AGL+15, BTEGF12, CPV13, CRV13, EB10, JL15, Kim14, LS13].

Real-World [BBC+10, YW18].

Really [FET+17].

Reason [LR12, LP13b, MBK+13, Zav17]. Reasons [A010b]. Recommend [DR14].

Recommendation [BWRR17, KTKZ13]. Recommendations [BG17, BVD15, LKKS15]. Recommending [BO+14, HCHM+13, ZKB16].

Reconfiguration [Li12].

Recovering [KGRX12].

Recovery [LCG+17, LCG+18].
Reduced [MBEN15, SWAK13, VW12, YDCP14].
Redistribution [ANVZ14].
Reducant [CSJ+16]. Refactor [MHPB12]. Refactorability [TMK15].
Refactoring [AA18, ASM+17, CAC+17, HC17, HWY+17, JMC13, KZN14, LGS13, MRG+17, MGB12, MHB12, STST12, SGM13, SE13, WYIZ+17, MGS+17]. Refactorings [BOG+14, LLLW15]. Reference [MR13].
Refinement [ABD+16, LCL+13]. Reflecting [IRBW16]. Regenerative [PHV16]. Regression [MAT12, SMB13].
Relevance [CAC+17]. Relevant [MGP+12, YBL16]. Reliability [BKBR12, ByEM15, CKMR13, CPR16, JGP13, LR12, LLC+16, LYC14, PW12, PRT10, SSP17, TWL13, WWY+17a].
Renamings [AEP+14]. Repair [FFM+10, GCZM16, GMM17, LNFW12, LHS+15, MJC17, XMD+17]. Repairing [BCBR17, BG17, DXCW17]. REPENT [AEP+14]. Replicated [ADJ16, GRH13].
Reports [RBH17, RMM14, YBL16]. Repositories [AGA13, LKS10]. Representation [SPG15, SMB13, SWEK15]. Representativeness [NCDM13].
Requirements [AGI+13, AKRU13, ASBZ15, ASBZ17, DLR13, FCC13, GR10, Gar10, IRBW16, LHWF17, LF12, MSS17, MLL+14, Pcps15, PSA13, PSB+17, RM17, SGR+12, WGC+16].
Rescheduling [SMBY16]. Research [Dwy17, FRMM17]. Researcer [SBH14, SHB17, TMHM16]. Resilience [HPSW16]. Resilient [LMW+17].
Resolution [LMSN12, PLM15, ZHZ+15]. Resource [BCBR17, HBS+17, RO13, WLEX+16].
Resources [VDC17]. response [Her17].
Reusability [LRCL14]. Reverse [KKR10, LZX10]. Review [AA18, ABG+13, ABHPW10, BCB+17, GWT+14, HBB+12, HTG17b, MOTJ14, SMG11, SBWM17, UGI+12, YGVL7, ZKB16, DJ11].
Risks [BHWN13, GSHW15b]. Robin [Nus10c]. Robust [DS11, KT10]. Role [Arc12, BP16b, IML13, JG12, SDIs16].
Roles [HNM13]. Round [ZCW15].
Round-Up [ZCW15]. Rule [CXK+18, CCP13, KNGW13, SCP14].
Rule-Based [CCP13, SCP14]. Run [FTG16]. Runtime [CCG+12, JJW+15, MSY14, YM10, ZCW15, ZSDS13, MSSF13].


Software [ABG13, AGA13, ACDO12, Ano15a, Ano17a, Ano18a, AKL13, ABL14, Arc12, AI12, BH13, BHM13, BBD17, BJJGB10, BKP17, BSL13, BMP17, BSH17, BBL11, BVD15, BP16a, BP16b, ByBEM15, BSM11, CKX18, CWG17, CMSS13, CEM11, CH13, CC15, CYH11, CZ13, CT13, CB17, CNKM18, CDT17, CCP13, COLY15, CKMR13, CFMS12, CPR16, CSVC11, DVM12, DVB13, DS11, DLWF17, DBF16, DR16, DW17, Egy11, EEM13, FRMM17, GWT14, GRI10, GM17, GPU16, GPK10, GRH13, HBB12, HWM18, HM10a, HKS12, HA16, Hat14, HSH12, HPP14, HNN13, HPSW16, IML13, JJW15, JH15, JG11, JG12, KBZ17, KKS14, KGRX12, KKX11, KZDB17, KSD13, KMD15, KSD11, LNFW12, LED13, LH16, LAH14, Li12, LLHF17, LZRC17, LZRC18, LBK15, LB10, LL14, LH12, LP13a, LP13b, LKS10, LGS13, LLC16, LMW17, LCG17. Software [LGC18, LYT14, MSKM10, MMM12, MLPvdH15, MTH15, MPS17, MSJ17, MFL16, MB14, MA13, MDB13, MS10, MBEN15, NCDM13, NNP12, NZ16, OT12, PR11, PSA13, PBS17, PHLW17, POM13, PRT10, PSB17, PBM17, PC10, PHY11, Ral18, Ram14, RK14, RK17, RM17, RHB12, SBGM17, SPA17, SFH17, WHJ14, SdS16, SMBY16, SSSM13, SBH14, SHB17, SBWM17, SMWO11, SSP17, SJ11, S17, SF17, SZF17, TAP17, TMM16, TDD14, TPL17, TWL13, TS12, TRD15, TMK15, UG11, UKB10, VBP12, VAJ16, WZX13, WYZ17, WDS10, WGL16, XZH15, ZBL12a, ZHM17, ZXC16, dbFP13, KMK13].

Software-Based [BBL11, LP13a, LP13b]. Solutions [BKML14, EB10, RNP13]. Solvers [NZ16]. Solving [BB11, XJRL12]. Some [SSSM13]. Soon [Ano12n, Ano12x].

Sound [Cha10]. Source [BCB17, DDO11, FCR17, KGM16, LL14, MM16, MGP12, PNM17, RT12, RCKH16, RLMM15, Sha10, SSP17].

Sources [LJ17]. Space [AL10, MHI15]. Spaces [BTS17, CKX18, NM14, Zav17]. Sparse [SYX14]. Special [CEM11, GRI10, GPK10, HM10a, Nus10c, OT12]. Specialising [PLHLW17]. Specialized [XL17]. Specific [ACDO12, AA11, BGRJ16, GHL13, MFL16, MRD12]. Specification [AGL15, BBA15, DKM12, DCMS14, HBC13, LW12, LSL17, LCNM12, MMPT17, MLS14, MGDL10].

Specification-Based [LCNM12]. Specifications [GHL13, NSC12, NZ16, PSB17, SCP14]. Specifying [LGN12]. Speed [RHB12].

Spreadsheets [CFMS15, DXCW17].


Strategy [LYC14, RKH12]. Stress [Gar10].
Stressing [EB10]. String [SM16, WZX+13].

Study [AA11, ACCA15, BSL+13, BSH+17, BVD15, BWR17, CWW+14, DVMB12, DSB14, FCC13, FRA+17, HM10b, HKS12, HTG17a, HTG18, KGM+16, KKK11, KZN14, KSD11, MK17, MFL+16, MB+13, MN17, MLS+14, NBKC15, OBPM13, OF13, PPM17, POM13, RLM15, SPA+17, SYB17, SFC17, SGR+12, Thi15, WSV+15, XBL+17, YZL+15, ZM17, ZX16, dbFP+13, KSA+13]. Subjective [LP13a]. Subscribe [BG11, VDC17].
Success [KSD11]. Suite [FA13, MSS17].

Suites [eZHM13, Hie15]. Summarization [FCR+17, MM16, RMM14, RLM15, XZ+17]. Summarizing [NGW13].

Summation [ZHMI17]. Supervising [BG11]. Support [ASM+17, BI15, BHCC11, DS11, GSWH15a, POM13, RGA+15].
Supported [ABD+16, RDT+10].
Supporting [BWR17, DNT14, FTG16, HCHM+13, LMP14, WGC+16].
Suppressing [XXC+15]. Surface [MW11].

Survey [BHM+15, BMP17, GMM17, HKB17, JHI1, JH15, MLM+13, MSJ+17, PBS+15, SFSRC16, WGL+16, dIVBM16].
Survivability [RT12], SW [CRV11].
Swarm [HJG11]. Switches [MBM+17].


System [BWR17, BBH17, CWW+14, CMM+11, GAB+10, HYH+17, LP13a, LP13b, MMMR12, MUA13, MBH+17, MBH+18, PW12, SZ10, ZWL+16].
Systematic [AA18, ABG+13, ABHPW10, DJ11, DLR13, GWT+14, HBB+12, HSH+12, HTG17b, KNGW13, MSKM10, MOTJ14, MTHG15, SMG11, SBWM17, UGI+12, WSV+15, YGY17].

Systems [AM13, ADG16, BBC+10, BHKZ13, BSL+13, BDM17, BRDG16, BMP17, BBL+11, ByBEM15, BTEGF12, CGK+11, CCG+12, CPV13, CRV13, CWW+14, CCS+13, EEM13, FRA+17, GWT+14, GRH13, GKK+14, HHH+14, HYJY14, HZZ+17, JGP13, JHI15, JLR15, KRX11, LW13, LAH+14, LI12, LAL+14, LR12, MDB13, NM14, PZTM13, PHV16, PBS+17, RNP13, SCF+12, Sha10, SBL12, SBUK13, WHYY17, WWY+17a, ZB12b]. SZZ [dCMS+17].

[PWSG17, RDT+10, RHB+12, TRD15].

Taxonomies [Ral18]. Taxonomy
[AHG13, ADG16, SBGM17]. Teaching
[SMG11]. Team [LED13, RKH12]. Teams
[HNMI11, KZDB17]. Technical
[CEM11, KSD11, dSMST17, RK14, RK17].

Technique
[CPR16, GW17, LM11, MIA+16, WDS10].
Techniques [AIAB13, BRDG16, BVD15,
DVMB12, DNT14, FCC13, HJG11, LCG+17,
LCG+18, MPS12, RBK+13, SBGM17,
TMHM17, DJ11, Her17]. Technologies
[MMPT10]. Templates [ASBZ15, HCBB12].
Templating [MBH+17, MBH+18].

Temporal [LYJC11, PMR11]. Tenant
[WHYY17]. Terms [ASBZ17].

Tessellations [STM13]. Test [ABHPW10,
AIAB13, AM13, ABL14, AGR17, Arc12,
AKD+10, ANVZ14, BH13, BSM11, CPTT12,
DKM+12, DMR10, ET16, FA13, FET+17,
GCM16, Gar10, GSWH15b, GRH17,
GKZ+14, GZS+15, eZHM13, HZZ+16,
HPP+14, Hie15, Lat14, LO17, LRCL14,
MIA+16, MSS17, MHL+12, MHZ+12,
MAT12, NM14, PZTM13, POPD15, PKT17,
PKT18, RM13, RKH12, SM16, TdlRSCB16,
UKB10, WNM12, Yi13, YT18, YM10].
Test-Case [HZZ+16]. Test-Driven
[FET+17, Lat14, RM13, WNM12].
Test-First [FET+17]. Test-Last [FET+17].
Testability [RLR14]. Tester [IML13].

Testing
[AML11, AB12, AIB12, Arc12, BH13,
BDP16, BBC+10, BHM+15, BGP+17, BB15,
BMP17, BP16a, CL16, CRV13, CTZ11,
CT13, CPR16, DNT14, FPTO11, HMI0b,
HS+12, Hie12, Hie15, HT16, Hie17, IML13,
JH11, JH15, KKK11, LO17, LKTC14,
LPZ12, LYC14, MvDR12, MMPI5, MHS+13,
MBLD11, OT12, PZTM13, PCHY15, PRT10,
PC10, RLR14, SBM13, SFSRC16, SPTRC17,
STM13, SGM13, SCPI4, TZM+17, YJ13,
Yi13, YDCP14, YCM11, ZXC16]. Tests
[BRN+10, FZ12, JPAB17, RK17]. Text
[PTYN17, SWHJ14]. Texts [DCMS14].

Textual [PPZ+17]. Their
[CMCS12, CH13, CCS+13, SER+10].

Theoretic [HPSW16]. Theoretical
[AIAB12, Arc12, HM10b, SBGM17, SYB17].
Theories [Ral18]. Theory
[LBB+13, RLR14, SNAH15]. Thread
[Kim14]. Threaded [PCPS15]. Threshold
[LLNL16]. Throughput [KGDS13]. Tier
[CMCS12]. Tight [GRPF13]. Time
[AM13, AGL+15, BTEGF12, CRV11, CPV13,
CRV13, DMR10, EB10, FGT16, HHBM17,
JLR15, Kim14, LMST10, LS13, LB10, MK17,
PRT10, TF14, WDZ+14, KSA+13, LKB17].
Timed [LSL+17, LAL+14, RNP13, VDC17,
WSW+15, WSWQ17]. Timeliness [Dwy17].
Timely [BVD15]. Tolerance [WHYY17].

Tolerating [ZWL+16]. Tool
[ABD+16, CBCB12, Gar10]. Tool-Based
[CBCB12]. Tool-Supported [ABD+16].
Tools [AHG13, CD12, GHL+13, KKK11,
MMPT10, MBEN15]. Top [KWK+11].

Topic [BOG+14, DCS+17, XLD+17]. Trace
[CK15, CZvD11]. Traceability
[AGA13, DR14, DDO11, RM17, VBJM14].
Traces [HCBB12, Hie17]. Tracing
[HP10, MCH16]. Tracking
[EGy11, LKB17, LRLM15, WGC+16].
Trade [GAB+10]. Trade-Off [GAB+10].
Tradeoff [BTS17]. Tradeoffs [DLWF17].
Transactions [Ano11q, Ano11r, Ano11z,
Ano11-32, Ano12w, Ano12-32, Ano15a,
Ano17a, Ano18a, HM10a]. Transformation
[FTK+17, LKR14, MMPT10].

Transformations [BTWV15, CGdL14,
CGdL17, VBJM14, WZ11]. Transition
[CCS+13, SBUK13]. Transplantation
[PHLW17]. Trees [SPF14]. Trends
[BMP17, CC15, KSD+13]. Triaging
[XLD+17]. Triggered [SBUK13]. Trivial
[KP+17]. Trustrace [AGA13].

Trustworthiness [LB10]. Trustworthy
[CWG+17]. TSE
[Ano10v, Ano10-27, Ano10y, Ano10z]
Utility [CGMM16, PMGZ13].
Utility-Aware [CGMM16]. Utilizing [WGC+16].

[ABD+16, BSD14, CFMS15, LMP14, TMHM17, dCBGU12, Her17]. Value
[KMK12, LHYZ17, SYX14]. Value-Flow [SYX14]. Values [JJW+15]. Variability
[BSL+13, CCS+13, GWT+14, IRBW16, KDO14]. Variability-Intensive [CCS+13].
Variable [MHL+12]. Variables [KPJ+16].
Variant [NSC+12]. Verification
[CPV13, CGC17, DCMS14, FTG16, GRPF13, GAB+10, HJG11, LSL+17, LAL+14, LCNM12, PC10, VDC17, ZCW15, ZKZ10].
Verifying [BGM11, Cha10, CCS+13, KA11, LCL+13, MDB13, SHCX16]. Version
[BGMM17, LZRC17, LZRC18, PBP+15, SSP17]. versus [MBK+13, MBC+13]. Very
[WGC+16]. via [BOG+14, CL16, CK15, DDO11, FCC13, FTG16, HLP10, KNGW13, Kim14, KPJ+17, LCL+13, MBEN15, SWHJ14, TWL13, WYZ+17, WWY+17a, WZ11, XZC+17, YJ13, YYG+18]. Video
[Ano12v, PB+17]. View [LKK15].
Viewpoints [SCH10]. Violation
[LPZ12, SHCX16]. Violations
[BG17, LYJC11]. Visibility [Dwy17].
Visual [DSSP17, GHL+13]. Visualization
[CZd11, WGC+16]. Visualizations
Vulnerabilities [JPAB17, SMWO11]. Vulnerability [ANC+10, MN14].
Vulnerable [SWHJ14].

Walks [ZJ12]. WAM [KRX11].
Warehousing [SRS12]. Way [LSMN12].
Weakest [LLC+16]. Web
[SPTRC17, AKD+10, ADTP12, JPAB17, JGP13, MvDR12, MMP15, Pre11, RDT+10, SRZ15, SE13]. Weight [WLX+16].

XML [JPAB17].

yourself [Ano11j, Ano11i].

Zebu [BRLM11]. Zenoness [WSWQ17, WSW15].
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